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This study analyses the relationship between native English speakers’ perception and production of the novel

French /y/–/u/ contrast. Acoustic data were extracted from the learners’ production of French minimal pairs con-

trasting these French vowels and compared with their processing of the same items in a Visual World eye-

tracking task. Results reveal that the vowel most acoustically similar to the learners’ native English /u/ vowel,

French /y/, is both easier to identify at early processing stages and more acoustically similar to a native French

control group in production, indicating a perception-production relationship. Furthermore, analyses of individual

variation reveal that the learners who process both /y/ and /u/ more successfully at later processing stages are

also more likely to mark a greater distinction between these phonemes in production. Together, these results indi-

cate a relationship between L2 processing and L2 production at multiple levels. Implications for current L2 speech

models are discussed.

Crown Copyright � 2022 Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

1.1. Background

Many of the theoretical models for second language (L2)
speech learning assume a relationship between L2 processing
and L2 production. For example, if native Spanish speakers
learn to produce a distinction between /i/ and /ɪ/ in English, a
contrast not found in their native language (L1), then these
vowels are also expected to be distinguished in perception.
However, while certain studies offer support for such a link
(e.g. Elvin, Williams, & Escudero, 2016; Evans & Alshangiti,
2018; Flege, MacKay, & Meador, 1999), others have found little
to no evidence of an L2 perception-production relationship
(e.g. de Leeuw et al., 2019; Kartushina & Frauenfelder, 2014;
Peperkamp & Bouchon, 2011; Rallo Fabra & Romero, 2012).

A number of methodological concerns have been high-
lighted which help to explain these inconsistent findings (see
e.g. Nagle & Baese-Berk, 2021, for a comprehensive review).
One factor, in particular, which warrants further investigation is
the level of linguistic representation targeted in the two modal-
ities. Melnik-Leroy, Turnbull, & Peperkamp (2021), for exam-
ple, analyse L1 English speakers’ perception-production
relationship for the French /y/–/u/ contrast and find that pre-
lexical perception measures in an ABX categorisation task cor-
relate with phonetic measures of pseudowords in production,
but not with the production quality of real lexical items. The
authors conclude that the perception-production relationship
is strongest “within but not across levels” (Melnik-Leroy et al.,
2021, p. 16).

The present study builds on this line of research by treating
lexical processing as a dynamic event that can be tracked in
real-time using eye-tracking technology. If the difficulty in L2
processing varies between the stimulus onset and the moment
of the ultimate click response, these different processing
stages may also correlate with L2 production patterns to differ-
ent extents. By tapping both lower-level phonetic processing in
critical windows closest to stimulus onset, and higher-level pro-
cessing metrics in later windows, this research ensures that
the relationship with production can be tested both within
and between levels.

Before turning to the detail of the present study, however,
the motivation for supposing a relationship between production
and processing must firstly be considered. Importantly, the
assumption of such a link is not unique to L2 speech learning
research.

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.wocn.2022.101134&domain=pdf
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1.2. L1 speech models and the perception-production relationship

Several theories of L1 acquisition, for example, rely on the
premise that perception precedes production. Indeed, Eimas
et al. (1971) demonstrate that infants are sensitive to variation
in phonetic detail within and between the categories of adult
speakers, before they are able to produce such sounds.
Although this capability has been shown to diminish as time
continues (Werker & Tees, 1984), correlations between per-
ception and production continue to be revealed in the native
phonetic inventories of adults (e.g. Beddor et al., 2018;
Brunner et al., 2011; Newman, 2003). The specific nature of
the link between perception and production of native speech
varies between theoretical approaches, but often such
approaches converge on the assumption that a shared level
of representation (e.g. motor, articulatory, acoustic) guides
both modalities (e.g. Diehl & Kluender, 1989; Fowler, 1986;
Liberman et al., 1967).

Learning the sounds of a foreign language has, of course,
several similarities with L1 acquisition, but crucially, articulatory
gestures specific to the native language are already frequently
utilised, unlike in initial stages of L1 acquisition. Whether pro-
cessing success will play as much of a pivotal role in determin-
ing adult language learners’ pronunciation is, therefore, open
to debate.
1.3. L2 speech models and the perception-production relationship

The revised Speech Learning Model (SLM-r) (Flege &
Bohn, 2021), for example, claims that perception and produc-
tion in L2 speech learning “co-evolve without precedence”
(Flege & Bohn, 2021, p. 29), indicating that learners who are
generally more successful in L2 processing are also more
likely to produce relevant phonetic L2 detail. This is in contrast
to previous versions of the SLM, in which accurate perception
is deemed a necessary step in learning to accurately produce
L2 sounds (e.g. Flege, 1995, 2007).

The SLM-r also assumes a perception-production relation-
ship across segments: the sounds which are most difficult to
process are also most unlikely to be target-like in production.
Indeed, those that are perceived as too phonetically similar
to an existing L1 category are less likely to be both identified
and produced accurately, while for more perceptually dissimilar
L2 sounds, language learners stand a higher chance of even-
tually hearing and producing cross-linguistic differences in
phonetic detail (Flege & Bohn, 2021, p. 33).

In contrast, processing models such as PAM-L2 (Best &
Tyler, 2007) and the L2LP (Escudero, 2005, 2009; van
Leussen & Escudero, 2015) claim the level of perceptual diffi-
culty is not so much due to individual L1-L2 segmental per-
ceived similarity (c.f. the SLM-r), but rather, how pairs of L2
sounds are mapped to a learner’s L1 phonology. Both models
assume that new contrasts are most difficult to acquire, but dif-
fer with respect to whether cross-linguistic articulatory or
acoustic differences determine the processing challenge.
Indeed, PAM-L2 adopts a direct-realist approach in which artic-
ulatory gestures are presumed to be perceived directly from
the speech stream, a process which creates a natural link with
learners’ own production patterns. The L2LP argues, instead,
that L2 representations are stored initially as acoustic replicas
of L1 productions. As such, acoustic overlap between lan-
guages is deemed facilitative to L2 processing (Elvin et al.,
2021; Escudero, Simon & Mitterer, 2012) and a perception-
production relationship is yielded from comparisons between
the perception of acoustic forms in the target language and
those of L1 productions Elvin, Williams & Escudero, 2016).

In view of these speech models, the relationship between
L2 processing and L2 production has been widely investigated
(see Llisterri (1995) and Flege (1999) for reviews of early stud-
ies and Nagle and Baese-Berk (2021) for more recent works).
One phonemic pair that has received much attention in both
perception and production research is the French /y/–/u/ con-
trast for L1 English speakers.
1.4. French high rounded vowels

The French /y/–/u/ contrast is phonologically “new” for L1
English speakers. That is, phonetically high rounded vowels
are contrastive along the front-back cline in French, e.g. “du”
[dy] (some) and “doux” [du] (soft), while similar variation for a
phonetically high rounded vowel in English does not have
phonemic consequences, e.g. the word “do” might be uttered
[du], [dʉ] or even [dy].

Research analysing the French /y/–/u/ contrast has often
suggested that French /u/ is perceived as more phonetically
similar to the English /u/ vowel which leads to it being more dif-
ficult to learn for L1 English speakers (e.g. Flege &
Hillenbrand, 1984; Flege, 1987; Levy, 2009a; Strange et al.,
2007).

Indeed, several production studies involving L1 American
English (AmE) learners of French have found /y/ to be more
target-like than /u/ (e.g. Flege & Hillenbrand, 1984; Flege,
1987; Lang & Davidson, 2019). Flege and Hillenbrand (1984)
analyse the production of these vowels by two groups of L1
AmE speakers who differ in terms of their French experience.
Acoustic analyses suggest that the F2 of both group’s front
vowel, /y/, is closer to that of native French speaker values.
Similarly, when native French speakers were charged with
identifying both group’s productions, the inexperienced group’s
/u/ productions were much less well identified than /y/,
although the opposite pattern is observed among the experi-
enced group. The authors conclude that /y/ is learned more
quickly due to its phonetic dissimilarity to the English /u/ of
the participants’ L1 dialect. A later study by Flege (1987) also
analyses /y/ and /u/ production by 3 different groups of L1 AmE
participants with varying French experience. The most
advanced group produce /y/ no differently from the native
speakers according to the second formant, while /u/ was found
to have a much higher second formant for all L1 English
groups, a result the author attributes once more to /y/ being
perceived as phonetically “new”. Finally, Lang and Davidson
(2019) analyse the L2 productions of /y/ and /u/ by American
English speakers who have lived in Paris for 5 years or more.
Their results suggest that the group’s /y/ production is most
acoustically similar to the native French control group, while
their /u/ is produced with significantly higher F2 values. Once
again, then, the advantage for the front vowel is clear.

However, robust evidence of GOOSE (Wells, 1982) fronting
has been reported in many varieties of English over recent
decades, and especially in Standard Southern British English
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(SSBE) (e.g. Holmes-Elliott, 2020; Strycharczuk & Scobbie,
2017). Due to this sound change, French /u/ is likely to be more
acoustically dissimilar to the SSBE /u/ vowel, and potentially,
therefore, also more acquirable. Rebranding /y/ as a phoneti-
cally similar vowel for English speakers builds on Levy and
Law’s (2010) interpretation; in that study, /y/ was deemed pho-
netically similar in alveolar contexts for L1 AmE speakers
because this environment favours GOOSE-fronting in their
L1 variety (Levy & Law, 2010, p.1304). Nevertheless, /y/ was
still more target-like in production than /u/, suggesting that pho-
netic similarity may not necessarily impede L2 acquisition.

While production research often analyses the quality of /y/
and /u/ individually, perception research on French /y/ and /u/
generally focuses on the learners’ ability to discriminate the
phonemes in comparison to other contrasts, rather than the
identification accuracy of each individual sound (e.g. Darcy
et al., 2012; Levy & Law, 2010; Levy & Strange, 2008; Levy,
2009b). As such, it is not always clear which vowel is most
easily perceived by L1 English speakers and perception-
production research has often relied on comparing discrimina-
tion measures of the contrast as a whole with both the produc-
tion quality of /y/ and /u/ individually, revealing no significant
effect (e.g. Levy & Law, 2010).

A further issue for L2 perception-production research is
whether there is a direct correspondence between success
in L2 processing for phonetic detail at a sub-lexical level (accu-
rate perception of non-words, for example) and lexical identifi-
cation of real words containing the same sounds. Indeed,
previous /y/–/u/ research, such as Darcy et al. (2012), has
shown that intermediate L1 English learners of French struggle
to lexically differentiate /y/ and /u/ items despite exhibiting rel-
atively low error rates in an ABX categorisation task for non-
words, while in advanced learners, the opposite pattern is
observed: the learners can successfully differentiate lexical
contrasts but error rates remain high in the phonetic categori-
sation task. Although no comparisons with production data
are made, it is likely that such variation across processing
results will yield different strengths of perception-production
relationships, as has been shown previously (e.g. Melnik-
Leroy et al., 2021). This demonstrates the need for L2
perception-production research to analyse different stages of
lexical processing in more detail to establish whether the rela-
tionship is strongest as soon as the phonetic detail of the stim-
ulus is heard, at later stages when this detail is mapped to
phonological representations, or at the moment when an off-
line lexical decision is made.
1 Other tasks completed in the data collection session, but not reported in the current
paper, include a silent film narration exercise, a sociolinguistic interview in both languages,
and an English eye-tracking perception task.
1.5. The present study

This research analyses the processing and production of
the French vowels /y/ and /u/ by 23 L1 English learners of
French (ELoF) and 10 native French speakers (NFS). Firstly,
I determine which French vowel is most acoustically dissimilar
to ELoF’s English /u/ and whether this dissimilar French vowel
is also more nativelike in ELoF’s L2 production. Secondly, I ask
whether the phoneme found to be most nativelike in ELoF’s L2
production is also processed more successfully in a Visual
World eye-tracking task, a correspondence which would indi-
cate a perception-production relationship. Finally, to analyse
the link between L2 processing and L2 production at a more
phonological level, statistical analyses determine whether indi-
vidual learners with better processing measures for both vow-
els are more likely to mark a larger acoustic distinction
between phonemes in production.

In all of these investigations, participants’ processing is
monitored continually from the very millisecond that the listen-
ing task commences. Given that phonetic processing is likely
to precede phonological categorisation and lexical recognition
(Escudero, 2009, p. 154; McQueen, 2005, p. 265), the tempo-
rally rich nature of eye-tracking data from a Visual World Para-
digm (Cooper, 1974; Tanenhaus et al., 1995) allows production
results to be compared with both lower and higher levels of
ELoF’s L2 processing. Indeed, this research compares mea-
sures of L2 processing that are more phonetic-based (early-
window fixation proportions as soon as the stimulus is heard),
measures that are likely to be more phonological (late-window
processing fixation proportions) and lexical measures of L2
processing (proportions of accurate offline click response) with
both phonetic and phonological measures of L2 production to
test the relationship within and between levels.

1.6. Data collection

Data collection sessions involved English and French read-
aloud tasks, a French eye-tracking Visual World task, a lan-
guage background and engagement questionnaire adapted
from Mitchell, Tracy-Ventura and McManus (2017), and a
French LEXTALE test as an index for linguistic proficiency
(Brysbaert, 2013).1 In the proficiency test, a learner started with
a score of 0.5 and was penalised or rewarded depending on
their lexical recognition from a list of mixed real and nonce
words. Scores could range from 0 (entirely incorrect responses)
to 1 (100% real word identification and 100% non-word rejec-
tion). English tasks were always performed first and production
tasks before processing ones. Participants viewed short videos
in the same language of subsequent tasks in order to help them
acclimatise and instructions were also given in the same lan-
guage to facilitate a more monolingual language mode
(Grosjean, 1998).

2. Production

2.1. Hypotheses

Due to the frontness of the English /u/ vowel across preced-
ing phonetic contexts in SSBE (Holmes-Elliott, 2020;
Strycharczuk & Scobbie, 2017), a higher degree of overlap
with the French front vowel /y/ is expected, while French /u/
is hypothesised to be more dissimilar compared to the English
counterpart:

� H1: Compared to native French /y/, native French /u/ is more acous-
tically dissimilar to ELoF’s L1 English /u/ vowel.

Although, a universally accepted method of quantifying pho-
netic similarity cross-linguistically has yet to be established
(Flege & Bohn, 2021, p. 33), previous research generally var-
ies between acoustic analyses (e.g. Escudero, Simon, &
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lexical items, a natural short silence was inserted in the majority of utterances as a means
of emphasising these words before reading the rest of the phrase.
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Mitterer, 2012) and perceptual assimilation tests (e.g. Levy,
2009a). While the two methods do not always yield the same
results (Strange, 2007), some consistencies have been
observed for certain vowels (e.g. Elvin et al., 2021; Flege,
Fox, & Munro, 1994).

If cross-linguistic acoustic dissimilarity is facilitative to L2
speech learning, lexical items containing the dissimilar French
vowel, /u/, are predicted to be more similar to native French
speaker values in production:

� H2: ELoF’s L2 French /u/ productions are acoustically more native-
like than their L2 French /y/ productions.

2.2. Methodology

2.2.1. Participants

Twenty-three native English university students of French (3
male, 19 female and 1 non-binary) with a mean age of 20.17
(range: 19–21) took part in the research. Participation was
compensated with a small monetary gesture and lasted around
1.5 hours. Twenty-one of these participants had never lived in
a French-speaking country for an extended period of time and
had acquired French in UK classroom settings. Two other par-
ticipants had resided in France before: one 6 months, the other
for 2 years but over ten years before testing, and both had pre-
dominantly learned French in L1 instructed settings in similar
fashion to the other participants.

The learners were either speakers of Standard Southern
British English (SSBE) or had had extensive contact with this
variety (due to parents’ dialect or living in the south of England
for school/university). They were also generally advanced
instructed learners, having studied French on average
9.41 years (range: 4–15) and now enrolled in French university
degrees at undergraduate level. However, given the lack of
extensive naturalistic French input, the participants fit within
the definition of “foreign language learners” as opposed to
“second language learners” (see Best & Tyler, 2007; Piske,
2007 for more on this distinction). Any remaining variation in
French proficiency was to be controlled for in statistical analy-
ses as a continuous factor (Colantoni, Steele, & Escudero,
2015, p. 82), using vocabulary knowledge as an index
(Brysbaert, 2013). Some participants spoke other languages
to an advanced level, but French was by far and large the
group’s strongest foreign language, minimising the compound
of second-to-third language transfer (Marx & Mehlhorn, 2010).

Finally, a group of ten native European French speakers
was included (mean age: 21.89, range: 19–25). These partici-
pants were predominantly from the Parisian area and were rel-
atively proficient in English, having studied it at school and
university. As such, they may differ, if only slightly, from French
monolinguals in terms of their productions (Chang, 2012) and
performance more generally (Schmid, Gilbers, & Nota, 2014).
Nevertheless, bilingual control groups have previously been
encouraged to ensure that the inherent differences of bilin-
guals compared to monolinguals are not only observable in
the experimental group (e.g. Schmid, Gilbers & Nota, 2014).
As such, these speakers were deemed appropriate for the pre-
sent purposes.

No participants reported impairments of sight (other than
corrected vision), hearing or speech that could affect the
results of this research.
2.2.2. Procedure

Monosyllabic lexical items (see Tables 1 and 2, Appen-
dices) containing high-rounded vowels in both English and
French were selected. These were CV /y/–/u/ minimal pairs
in French, with high-frequency pairs preferred to increase the
likelihood that ELoF would be familiar with the items, which
was also confirmed by participants in a questionnaire post-
experiment. In English, partially contrastive members of the
GOOSE/GHOUL lexical sets (Wells, 1982) were elicited as
part of a wider project analysing high rounded vowels. The
data are reported here to provide a SSBE /u/ baseline for these
speakers and by including both GOOSE and GHOUL lexical
sets, an appropriate range of L1 phonetic variation for English
/u/ was ensured, with following laterals contexts predicted to
be slightly less fronted given their resistance to this sound
change (Strycharczuk & Scobbie, 2017).

These words were embedded in the following carrier
phrases, respectively:

� Say <ITEM> ‘cause it’s the word you’re looking for.
� C’est <ITEM> qui est le mot que tu cherches.
(It’s <ITEM> which is the word you’re looking for)

Embedding items after “Say” and “C’est” ensured the pho-
netic environment preceding the lexical items was similar
cross-linguistically (Nearey & Rochet, 1994), and the preced-
ing environment within lexical items was also controlled post-
hoc in statistical analyses. The following environment was con-
sistently PAUSE + [ki] in French because of silent word-final
consonants and OBSTRUENT/LATERAL + PAUSE + [kə] in
SSBE.2 Due to vowel harmony (Nguyen and Fagyal, 2008),
the French carrier phrase may promote fronter articulations
due to the following [i], as pointed out by one anonymous
reviewer. This concern is addressed more fully in the discussion
but does not appear to affect which vowel is most acoustically
similar to the English counterpart.

Stimuli phrases were presented one at a time and read
aloud by the participants. ELoF participated in both the English
and French production tasks, while NFS read aloud only the
French phrases. All sentences were pseudo-randomised so
that no two stimuli containing the same segment of interest,
nor two items of the same minimal pair, would be consecutive.
Distractor phrases were also employed which contained six
tokens for each monophthong vowel of each language. These
phrases were the same as those used in Lang and Davidson
(2019) for both English and French (phrase-medial items with
vowels embedded between obstruent consonants). The for-
mants of these vowels were then used to normalise the high
rounded vowels, as detailed in the following section.
2.2.3. Data preparation

Transcriptions of recordings were force-aligned using
SPPAS (Bigi & Meunier, 2018) and the vowel tokens were
hand-checked, with segmentation boundaries adjusted manu-
ally where necessary in Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2020).
The start of the vowel was said to be the onset and offset of
the steady portions of the first two formants to minimise the
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effect of the phonetic environment (Ladefoged, 2003, p. 105).
A Praat script was composed to extract these formant mea-
surements. The standard LPC algorithm by Burg (Childers,
1979) was used with the computation employing a 25 ms win-
dow length, a maximum number of 5 formants and a pre-
emphasis of 50 Hz. A maximum formant frequency of
5000 Hz was set for speakers with lower voices and
5500 Hz for higher voices. The first (F1), second (F2) and third
(F3) formant readings were recorded from the midpoint of the
segment. These were normalised using the Lobanov (1971)
method, a technique that has been shown to correct for inter-
speaker anatomical differences in vocal tract size while main-
taining meaningful variation (Adank, Smits, & van Hout, 2004;
Flynn, 2011).
2.2.4. Statistical analyses

Linear mixed effects regression (LMER) models (Models 1–
4) were fitted using the packages lme4 (Bates et al., 2015) and
lmerTest (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, Christensen, & Jensen,
2020) in R (R Core Team, 2018). All models included random
intercepts for Speaker and Word to account for random varia-
tion (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008; Linck & Cunnings,
2015) and maximal random slopes were employed in prelimi-
nary models (Barr et al., 2013) before being stepwise reduced
using the ‘Step’ function of the lmerTest package (Kuznetsova
et al., 2020). Likelihood ratio tests determined whether inclu-
sion of a given variable as a random slope significantly
improved model fit and AIC and BIC values were also com-
pared manually (for structures and model outputs see https://
osf.io/rv7kd/). A similar backwards stepwise reduction tech-
nique was also used to determine which fixed effects should
be controlled for. Such models were built from the bottom up
(with a maximal random structure) following Melnik-Leroy
et al. (2021) and stepped (Kuznetsova et al., 2020). Preceding
context (coded Coronal vs. Non-Coronal) and Word Frequency
(see Tables 1 and 2, Appendices) were not found to signifi-
cantly improve model fit and so were consistently removed.
To analyse the effect of ELoF’s proficiency on their L2 speech,
ELoF’s French data were modelled aside from the native
speaker data following the step-wise process described above.
No significant effect of Proficiency was observed for either
French vowel, however, and so these results are not discussed
further.

Categorical variables fitted as fixed effects were contrast
coded using simple coding (e.g. �0.5, +0.5 for two-category
factors and �0.33, +0.67 for three-category contrasts). Where
“pairwise comparisons” are reported within the text, these refer
to Tukey corrected estimated marginal means, which are con-
ducted post-hoc for fixed factors using the package Emmeans
(Lenth et al., 2020) and the Kenward-Roger degrees-of-
freedom method (Kenward & Roger, 1997).
3 Further analyses also revealed that GHOUL tokens were significantly more retracted
than GOOSE tokens (b = �1.88, SE = 0.13, t = �15.02, p <.001), as expected.

4 Further analyses of vowel duration (controlling for speaking rate) revealed a significant
difference between English /u/ and both of the French vowels. However, given that this
effect was similar for both French vowels, it does not affect our claim of which French vowel
is acoustically most similar to the English /u/ of these learners.

5 Preliminary analyses of the L2 data also revealed that from F1, F2, F3 and durational
information, F2 is the only dimension ELoF used to contrast /y/ and /u/.
2.3. Baseline production results

To analyse the native English and native French data, three
separate models were fitted using normalised F1, F2 and F3
as dependent variables and Segment (coded 3 ways: French
/y/ & /u/ and English /u/) inserted as a fixed factor in each.
Speaker and Word were included as random factors and while
by-Speaker random slopes for Segment were included in pre-
liminary models, these were removed in Models 2 and 3 after a
likelihood ratio suggested their inclusion did not improve model
fit and because including these random slopes led to model
convergence issues.

Findings for F1 (Model 1) suggest that there is no significant
difference between English /u/ and the French vowels in terms
of vowel height.

In contrast, pairwise comparisons within Segment in the
analysis of F2 (Model 2) reveal /y/ (b = 0.91, SE = 0.33,
t = 2.76, p < 0.05) and /u/ (b = �1.51, SE = 0.33, t = �4.59,
p < 0.001) are significantly different from the English equivalent
in terms of advancement. Importantly, this difference is greater
for French /u/, demonstrated by the larger estimate and its sig-
nificance at the higher confidence level.3

Finally, results of Model 3 do not suggest that F3 varies sig-
nificantly between English and French high rounded vowels.

All pairwise comparisons for the factor of Segment in mod-
els of F1, F2 and F3 are visualised in Fig. 1. In short, these
results confirm that of the two French high rounded vowels, /
u/ is more acoustically distinct from the English counterpart,
especially along the front-back cline.4

2.4. L2 French production results

Descriptive plotting (Fig. 2) was firstly conducted to analyse
ELoF’s French productions in comparison to those of NFS.
This suggested that /y/ and /u/ productions by the ELoF group
are substantially more overlapping than the productions by
native French speakers.

A model of the second formant (Model 4) analyses this sta-
tistically by testing an interaction between Segment (/y/ or /u/)
and Group (ELoF or NFS), with Segment included as a by-
Speaker random slope and Group included as a by-Item ran-
dom slope. This interaction was indeed significant
(F(1,34.9) = 32.2, p < 0.001), suggesting the effect of Segment
on the second formant was not constant across groups.

Crucially, Fig. 2 also demonstrates that ELoF’s productions
of the acoustically similar vowel, /y/, largely overlap those of
the French control group, while /u/ is produced with substan-
tially higher F2 values on average and with greater variation.
Pairwise comparisons for this interaction confirm this: ELoF’s
/y/ is not significantly backer than NFS’ /y/ (b = �0.33,
SE = 0.15, t = �2.24, p > 0.1), while ELoF’s /u/ is much less
retracted than the native speaker /u/ (b = 1.29, SE = 0.23,
t = 5.55, p < 0.001). These findings indicate that the acoustic
variation in ELoF’s /y/ productions is most similar to that of
native French speakers.5

2.5. Discussion

In this section, I investigated which phoneme of the French
/y–/u/ contrast is acoustically most dissimilar to the English /u/
vowel for L1 SSBE speakers and whether this dissimilar

https://osf.io/rv7kd/
https://osf.io/rv7kd/


Fig. 1. Cross-linguistic acoustic comparisons of SSBE and French. Estimated marginal means extracted and plotted from LMER models with pairwise comparisons using the kenward-
roger DF and Tukey correction method (Lenth et al., 2020).

Fig. 2. Production of high rounded French vowels by NFS and ELoF. Upper vowel space plots of normalised F1 and F2 for /y/ and /u/ by NFS (row 1) and ELoF (row 2). Ellipses assume
a multivariate normal distribution and are set at 50% of the distribution with mean values marked centrally by vowel labels.
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French vowel is also produced in a more nativelike manner
than the acoustically similar counterpart.

Due to GOOSE-fronting in SSBE across multiple phonetic
environments, it was hypothesised that the French back vowel
was most acoustically dissimilar to the English equivalent:

� H1: Compared to native French /y/, native French /u/ is more acous-
tically dissimilar to ELoF’s L1 English /u/ vowel.

Results support H1, particularly along the dimension of F2
where the French vowel /u/ is most dissimilar to the high
rounded English vowel. This suggests that /y/ is also most pho-
netically similar to the L1 English counterpart for these speak-
ers (c.f. Flege, 1987).
Although the French carrier phrase may have induced a
fronter context than the English equivalent (see
Section 2.2.2), this is unlikely to affect which French vowel
is most acoustically similar. Indeed, a slightly less fronted
/y/ would mean that it overlaps English /u/ to a greater
extent, while a more retracted French /u/ would only result
in it being even more acoustically dissimilar to the English
counterpart.

These results are in contrast to perceptual assimilation
studies involving L1 American English (AmE) speakers in
which French /u/ is mapped more consistently to the English
counterpart than is French /y/ (e.g. Levy, 2009a; Strange,
Levy, & Law, 2009). This is not unexpected, however, given
that L1 American English speakers are less likely to have such
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a fronted L1 counterpart vowel, as is generally confirmed by
acoustic data (e.g. Strange et al., 2007).

Due to the likelihood of ELoF having a fronted English /u/
vowel, it was hypothesised that their production of the dissim-
ilar French /u/ vowel was most similar to native French speaker
norms:

� H2: ELoF’s L2 French /u/ productions are acoustically more native-
like than their L2 French /y/ productions.

Contrary to H2, however, this experiment reveals that
ELoF’s productions of /y/ lexical items are acoustically more
nativelike than those containing /u/.

Although this was unexpected given that perceived pho-
netic dissimilarity is assumed to be facilitative in L2 speech
production (Flege & Bohn, 2021; Flege, 1995, 2007), it is not
uncommon for the most acoustically similar vowel cross-
linguistically to be most target-like in production. For example,
although in Flege (1987) /y/ is deemed perceptually “new”, the
acoustic distance reported for F2 is slightly smaller between
English /u/ and French /y/ (416 Hz) than between English /u/
and French /u/ (450Hz), echoing the results of the present
study. Similarly, Lang and Davidson (2019) find that native
American English speakers living in Paris produce /y/ in more
nativelike fashion. Crucially, the English /u/ of the participants
was not substantially different to the /y/ of native French speak-
ers, while compared to the native French /u/, their English /u/
had a significantly higher second formant. Presumably then,
the minimal change needed from L1 articulators in order to
approximate the acoustic quality of /y/ facilitates the learning
task for this vowel.

This is further supported by Levy and Law (2010) in which
L1 American English participants produce /y/ more accurately
in alveolar contexts due to GOOSE-fronting in this phonetic
environment in their L1 variety. Given the prevalence of
GOOSE-fronting in both coronal and non-coronal contexts in
SSBE (Holmes-Elliott, 2020), the consistent advantage for /y/
in the present results could also be explained by a high second
formant for their English /u/ vowel across multiple phonetic
environments.

Finally, ELoF may also produce /y/ in a more nativelike
manner due to the extent of vowel dispersion in English com-
pared to French. Iverson and Evans (2007, 2009), for example,
find that speakers of languages with larger sound inventories
are more likely to successfully acquire new sound systems
because L2 sounds can be processed and produced through
phonetic categories already present in the L1. Although Eng-
lish and French are relatively similar in their respective vowel
densities (Meunier et al., 2003), the point stands that for /y/
acquisition, the greater extent of phonetic overlap in the high
front region compared to the high back region is likely to be
facilitative.
6 This carrier phrase was adapted from previous research (e.g. McQueen and Viebahn,
2007) and ensured that participants were accustomed to the moment at which the target
lexical item would be played.

7 Participants’ dominant eye was determined in a warm-up task. Each individual focused
both eyes on an object in the room around 3 metres away through a gap between their
hands. They were then instructed to shut one eye. If the object was no longer visible, the
shut eye was said to be their dominant eye, while if the object remained central in the gap,
this was deemed to be their sub-dominant eye (and the opposite eye was then closed
instead).
3. Processing

3.1. Hypotheses

In this section, we turn to the performance of the same
learners in a processing task involving the same French
/y/–/u/ lexical items. The first line of enquiry aims to establish
whether the phoneme which was pronounced in the most
nativelike manner in the production task is also processed
more easily in a Visual World eye-tracking paradigm:

� H3: ELoF’s identification of lexical items containing /y/ is more accu-
rate than /u/ items and eye-tracking data also indicate more suc-
cessful online processing for /y/ stimuli.

Secondly, the relationship between perception and produc-
tion is analysed in terms of interspeaker/listener variation. If
such a relationship exists, a learner with better processing of
both French vowels may be more likely to produce both a high
F2 for /y/ and a low F2 for /u/:

� H4: L2 listeners who identify both /y/ and /u/ more easily in the pro-
cessing task also produce a more substantial /y/–/u/ contrast.

3.2. Methodology

3.2.1. Participants

Participants were the same 23 SSBE learners of French
(ELoF) and 10 native French speakers (NFS) described in
Section 2.2.1.

3.2.2. Procedure

A native French speaker from Paris, (male, 26 years old)
was recorded uttering the French lexical items from a word list
(see Table 2, Appendices). Distractor words for the participants
were also elicited from the Parisian speaker and a carrier
phrase for the experiment was recorded three times: Cliquez
sur l’option (Click on the option). The first two served as prac-
tice while the third recording was imported for the experiment
and inserted 50 ms before each lexical item to form an entire
trial stimulus, e.g. Cliquez sur l’option. . . Vous (Click on the
option. . . You).6

The task was designed on Experiment Builder (SR
Research, 2011) and compatible with the Eyelink1000Plus
eye-tracker, as used by this study. At the start of the experi-
ment, a 13-point calibration task was completed to ensure pre-
cision in tracking. In each trial, participants would see a blank
screen followed by a central fixation cross. This allowed the
eye-tracker to correct for drift and for participants to self-start
the trial by fixating on the cross. Throughout the experiment,
the chin of each participant was rested on a mount that was
positioned opposite a 24-inch CRT monitor and their dominant
eye was tracked.7

Four lexical items were presented in the corners of the
screen: the target, e.g. Vous (you), the phonological competi-
tor, e.g. Vue (sight), and two unrelated distractors, e.g. Bras
and Lire (arm and reading, respectively). This follows the
Huettig and McQueen (2007) Visual World text design, allow-
ing a greater choice of stimuli by overcoming the concern that
lexical items are too abstract to represent pictorially. Although
the effect of orthography is an important consideration in L2
processing (e.g. Escudero, Hayes-Harb, & Mitterer, 2008),



Fig. 3. Eye-tracking trial for stimulus Vous [vu] (you). Experimental trial from the Visual
World eye-tracking perception task based on Huettig and McQueen (2007).
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the consistent mapping between the graphemes <u> and /y/,
and <ou> and /u/ in French helps to mitigate biases towards
any one vowel in particular. Fig. 3 demonstrates an experimen-
tal trial for the stimulus Vous /vu/ (you).

Subsequently, participants would hear a stimulus phrase
over Betron HD1000 headphones. The audio commenced
500 ms after the visual options were presented, with stimulus
word onset occurring 1065 ms later. This allowed time for
pre-scanning (c.f. McQueen & Viebahn, 2007), but in case
the target had not been pre-scanned directly before the critical
window, a variable labelled ‘Target Fixated Pre-Stimulus’ was
also coded post-hoc with a binary Yes/No response and tested
in statistical models.

The same four lexical options appeared for four separate
trials with each item being the target only once. Furthermore,
for each set of four (and, therefore, for both segments), each
response (Target, Competitor, Distractor 1 and Distractor 2)
appeared an equal number of times in each position to coun-
ter fixation biases towards a particular corner. The order of tri-
als was pseudo-randomised such that stimuli of the same
segment or same minimal pair were not presented
consecutively.8

Although lexical items were considered to be commonly
used in foreign language classrooms, word frequencies of all
items were recorded (Cobb, 2020) (Appendices, Table 2) and
tested in statistical analyses. As reported earlier, individuals’
familiarity with these items was also checked post-
experiment and no items needed to be excluded as a result.
3.2.3. Data analysis

The onset of each vowel in the stimuli was established
using the waveform and spectrogram in Praat (Boersma &
Weenink, 2020) and the variable Time was rescaled such that
0 was equal to vowel onset. For stimuli that had stops preced-
ing the vowel, this was labelled as the zero crossing preceding
the first reliable glottal pulsation after the burst; for a preceding
voiced fricative, a sudden change to a new regular patterning
was used; and for a preceding lateral, the steady state of the
third formant was the criterion.

The fixation data were aggregated into 25 ms time bins
using functions from the package eyetrackingR (Dink &
Ferguson, 2015). To control for any biases towards particular
visual stimuli (due to word size for example), the mean propor-
tion of looks to each interest area was calculated for the first
150 ms of each trial to act as a baseline. The difference
8 Other stimuli included in the design, but not reported here, include those of 12 minimal
pairs contrasting voiced/voiceless French stops and 4 pairs of items contrasting /s/ and /ʃ/.
As above, two unrelated distractor items were included per pair, constituting a total of 48
experimental trials and 48 distractors, along with a further quadrant of distractor stimuli for
training purposes.
between the fixation proportion observed in the baseline and
each 25 ms time bin was then calculated (c.f. Huettig &
Altmann, 2011; Orenes et al., 2016 for similar baseline correc-
tion techniques). The start of the analysis window was set at
200 ms after segment onset to allow for the delay in planning
an initial saccade in response to the audio (Matin, Shao, &
Boff, 1993; Salverda, Kleinschmidt, & Tanenhaus, 2014) and
the end of the analysis window was limited to 1000 ms after
segment onset (c.f. Beddor et al., 2018; Ito et al., 2018;
McQueen & Viebahn, 2007). Where trackloss occurred, these
data were excluded from analyses (0.5% of data in a 200–
1000 ms window).
3.2.4. Statistical models

For all eye-tracking analyses (Models 5–10), LMER Growth
Curve models were fitted with third order orthogonal polyno-
mial time terms to model fixation proportions as a dynamic
event (Mirman, Dixon, & Magnuson, 2008). A series of models
were built starting with random intercepts of Participant and
Item (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008; Linck & Cunnings,
2015) and maximal random slopes (Barr et al., 2013). These
were reduced using the ‘Step’ function of the lmerTest package
(Kuznetsova et al., 2020) as well as manual comparisons of
AIC and BIC results (again, code and model outputs made
publically available: https://osf.io/rv7kd/).

To test whether further factors should be controlled for, such
variables were fitted as singular fixed effects in separate mod-
els, again with maximal random structures following Melnik-
Leroy et al. (2021). These variables include whether the target
interest area had been directly pre-scanned before the stimu-
lus was heard in each trial (Target Fixated Pre-Stimulus),
French Proficiency (Lextale scores), Word Frequency and Pre-
ceding Phonetic Environment (coded coronal or non-coronal).
Such variables never improved the model fit of the fixation data
in these analyses, however, and so were excluded from final
models.

Finally, a mixed effects binomial logistic regression model
(Model 11) was fitted to analyse ELoF’s accuracy in lexical
identification. ‘Target Fixated Pre-Stimulus’ was controlled for
after a likelihood ratio test using the ‘drop1’ function of the
lmerTest package (Kuznetsova et al. Brockhoff, Christensen,
& Jensen, 2020) revealed its inclusion significantly improves
model fit. Proficiency, Word Frequency and Preceding Environ-
ment were not significant, however, and so were not included
in the final model.

All categorical variables were contrast coded using simple
coding but statistics reported in the text referring to “pairwise
comparisons” are within-factor post-hoc contrasts conducted
through Emmeans (Lenth et al., 2020). These results are
Tukey method corrected and use the Kenward-Roger
degrees-of-freedom method (Kenward & Roger, 1997).
3.3. L2 processing results

ELoF’s eye-tracking data were first inspected visually by
comparing the proportion of fixations to the target interest area,
the phonological competitor, and the two distractors over time
(Fig. 4).

A Growth Curve statistical model (Model 5) compared the
target fixation proportions and those of the competitor from

https://osf.io/rv7kd/
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200-1000 ms after segment onset for /u/ stimuli (Fig. 4, right-
hand panel). It revealed that the target is not fixated substan-
tially more than the phonological competitor (F(1,24.0) = 0.01,
p > 0.1). For /y/ stimuli, however (Fig. 4, left-hand panel), the
target is fixated at a consistently higher rate than the competi-
tor (b = 0.19, SE = 0.09, t = 2.08, p = .05), according to pairwise
comparisons (Model 6).9 These results offer the first indication
that ELoF may process the front vowel more easily than the
back vowel.

However, the processing advantage for /y/ appears to
diminish over time: the difference between the target and com-
petitor fixation proportions decreases from 600 to 1000 ms,
while for /u/ this difference increases as seen in Fig. 4. A sec-
ond set of LMERs uses the difference between the competitor
and target proportions as the dependent variable and to anal-
yse its change over time, the 200–1000 ms window was
divided into four smaller windows. Results confirm that the dif-
ference between ELoF’s target fixation proportions and the
phonological competitor fixation proportions is only greater
for /y/ initially: in a 200–400 ms window (Model 7) pairwise
comparisons suggest the difference was greater for /y/ items
(b = 0.22, SE = 0.09, t = 2.58, p < 0.05) and to lesser extent
in a 400–600 ms window (b = 0.26, SE = 0.13, t = 1.98,
p < 0.1, Model 8), while no effect of Segment was found in both
a 600 ms-800 ms (Model 9) window nor a 800–1000 ms
(Model 10) window (F(1,25.6) = 1.76, p > 0.1 and
F(1,29.8) = 0.41, p > 0.1, respectively), demonstrating the /y/
advantage is short-lived.10 Further evidence for /y/ being pro-
cessed more successfully in the initial stages of the listening
task is the significant interaction between Segment and the
linear time term in Model 7 (F(1,2875.1) = 4.2, p < 0.05), indicating
that in the 200–400 ms window, the difference between
target and competitor fixations increases more quickly for /y/
than /u/ (b = 0.16, SE = 0.08, t = 2.05, p < 0.05). This suggests
faster identification of the target and quicker rejection of the
competitor.

Finally, ELoF’s accuracy in their click response (lexical iden-
tification) revealed little advantage for /y/ items over /u/ items
as demonstrated by Fig. 5.

A mixed effects binomial logistic regression model (Model
11) analysing these accuracy scores statistically revealed no
significant effect of Segment (v2(1) = 0.89, p > 0.1), indicating
that ELoF did not identify either /y/ or /u/ lexical items more
successfully by the end of the trial.11

Together, these results suggest that ELoF’s processing of
their most nativelike vowel in L2 production, French /y/, is also
more successful than for /u/ initially, but that in later stages of
processing and ultimate lexical identification, both /y/ and /u/
are confused to a similar extent.

In the following section, I explore the relationship between
ELoF’s L2 processing and their production of these vowels in
further detail by turning to the individual variation exhibited in
both modalities.
9 Modelling of the Native French Speaker eye-tracking data confirmed that the target
was fixated significantly more than the competitor for both /u/ and /y/ stimuli in the same
200-1000ms window, as expected.
10 Further modelling of the Native French Speaker eye-tracking data revealed no effect of
Segment in any of these 4 time windows, as expected.
11 Native speaker data were not analysed statistically given the 100% accuracy rates for

both segments.
3.4. L2 processing-production relationship

3.4.1. Statistical models

The following analyses examine whether individuals with
more successful processing of both sounds also tend to realise
more of a distinction between phonemes in production. Firstly,
the difference between the target fixation proportions and com-
petitor fixation proportions from the eye-tracking task was
mean-summarised per speaker and per vowel to provide indi-
vidual processing scores. Given that the level of processing
difficulty changes for each segment over time (see Models
7–10 reported earlier), the difference in fixation proportions
between the two interest areas was calculated for all four time
windows analysed in Section 3.3 (200–400 ms, 400–600 ms,
600–800 ms, and 800–1000 ms). Secondly, each learner’s
mean lexical identification accuracy for each vowel was
calculated.

To test these processing results as predictors of ELoF’s pro-
duction data, the mean second formant was calculated for
each learner’s productions of both segments and used as
the dependent variable. Interactions between Segment (la-
belled /u/, /y/, and contrast coded �0.5, +0.5) and each of
the five sets of processing scores (4 � time windows and
1 � accuracy scores) were fitted in separate linear regression
models. No random intercepts were found to improve model fit
and while French proficiency was tested as a fixed factor, this
was not found to be significant and so was removed from final
models.
3.4.2. L2 processing-production results

Model 12 examines the effect of ELoF’s 200–400 process-
ing scores on their mean production values, but does not
reveal a significant interaction between the processing results
and Segment (F(1,42) = 1.98, p > 0.1). This indicates that indi-
viduals who look to the target substantially more than the com-
petitor in the earliest stages of processing for both /y/ and /u/
stimuli are not necessarily those who produce a fronter /y/
and a backer /u/ in French.

However, Models 13 and 14 which test the fixation means in
the 400–600 ms window and the 600–800 ms window as a
predictor, do reveal interactions with the factor Segment
(F(1,42) = 7.31, p < 0.01; and F(1,42) = 3.83, p < 0.1, respec-
tively). The first of these is visualised in Fig. 6 and demon-
strates that individuals who are focusing on the target more
than the competitor in the 400–600 ms region for audio stimuli
containing both /y/ and /u/ are more likely to produce /y/ with
higher F2 values and /u/ with lower F2 values.

This relationship fades by the very end of the critical win-
dow, however; the difference in target-competitor fixation
means for the 800–1000 ms window (Model 15) does not inter-
act with Segment (F(1,42) = 0.65, p > 0.1).

Finally, Model 16 reveals that ELoF’s identification accuracy
scores in perception also interact with Segment significantly
(F(1,42) = 15.66, p < 0.001). The effect is visualised in Fig. 7
and demonstrates that learners who identify both /y/ and /u/
lexical items more successfully are also more likely to produce
/y/ and /u/ more distinctly in terms of F2.

Overall, these results indicate a relationship between
delayed measures of L2 processing and the production quality
of both vowels. However, ELoF listeners with processing



Fig. 4. ELoF’s processing of /y/ and /u/ stimuli. Mean fixation proportion for each Area of Interest (AOI) minus the mean fixation proportion for the 0–150 ms baseline.

Fig. 5. ELoF’s mean proportion of correct lexical identifications. ELoF’s mean accuracy
when identifying French words containing /y/ and /u/ (error bars = ±SE).

Fig. 6. Effect of ELoF’s L2 processing on the acoustics of their L2 productions. Fitted
interaction between the difference in proportion of Target fixations and Competitor
fixations (mean-summarised per learner and vowel) and Segment, as a predictor of each
learner’s mean F2 (Lobanov) in production. NB: scatterplot = raw values.
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measures most indicative of successful early-window process-
ing for both vowels do not appear to realise the contrast any
more distinctively in production.

3.5. Discussion

This experiment analyses the relationship between L2 pro-
cessing and L2 production in two respects. Firstly, ELoF’s pro-
cessing of French /y/ and /u/ is tested to determine whether the
front vowel – the phoneme found to be most nativelike in
ELoF’s L2 French production – is also identified more easily
in a Visual World eye-tracking task:
� H3: ELoF’s identification of lexical items containing /y/ is more accu-
rate than /u/ items and eye-tracking data also indicate more suc-
cessful online processing for /y/ stimuli.

The data offer partial support for H3: when ELoF were
played lexical items containing /y/, the learners looked to the
target significantly more than the competitor in the time window
from 200 to 1000 ms after vowel onset, while in /u/ trials this
was not the case. Importantly, the advantage for /y/ items
was found to exist primarily in the first half of this processing
window (from 200 ms to 400 ms after vowel onset and to a les-
ser extent from 400 ms to 600 ms). In these windows, the dif-
ference between target fixation proportions and competitor



Fig. 7. Effect of ELoF’s L2 lexical identification accuracy on the acoustics of their L2
productions. Fitted interaction between lexical accuracy scores (mean-summarised per
learner and vowel) and Segment, as a predictor of each learner’s mean F2 (Lobanov) in
production. NB: scatterplot = raw values.
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fixation proportions was larger for /y/ stimuli than /u/, and in a
200–400 ms window, this difference increased more quickly
for /y/ compared to /u/, suggesting faster stimulus
identification.

In opposition to H3, however, later processing windows of
600–800 ms and 800–1000 ms did not reveal /y/ items to be
processed more easily. Furthermore, lexical identification
accuracy scores (click response) did not suggest that ELoF
have significantly higher rates for /y/ items compared to /u/
items.

The finding that ELoF process /y/ more easily, at least ini-
tially, offers support towards a perception-production relation-
ship and echoes previous research which finds that sounds
posing most challenge perceptually are also less target-like
in production (e.g. Evans & Alshangiti, 2018). This is likely
due, in part, to the acoustic similarity between French /y/
and the English /u/ of SSBE across many phonetic environ-
ments, as discussed for the production results. Indeed,
several other eye-tracking studies have found that greater
levels of acoustic similarity between the L2 sound in question
and the nearest L1 sound correlate with more successful L2
processing (Cutler, Weber, & Otake, 2006; Escudero, Hayes-
Harb, & Mitterer, 2008; Weber & Cutler, 2004). In contrast to
these studies, however, the present results indicate that both
/y/ and /u/ stimuli induce a similar level of competition
between the target and the competitor at later processing
stages. Why then is it only initially that /y/ is processed more
easily than /u/?

Early-window processing is known for lower-level cognitive
processes such as perception of phonetic detail; learners are
sensitive to the acoustic detail of the input but are more likely
to engage phonological knowledge, such as how this detail
contributes to a phonemic distinction, at later stages
(Escudero, 2009, p. 154; McQueen, 2005, p. 265). As such,
although ELoF appear to be more successful at classing
stimuli with a high F2 as a good match for the phonetic detail
of /y/, the mapping between a high F2 and the phonological
status of their English /u/ as a high rounded back vowel
may become more prevalent as processing continues,
promoting in turn French /u/ as an acceptable candidate.
Crucially these findings demonstrate that acoustic similarity
is not entirely predictive of the difficulty in L2 processing
(c.f. Escudero, Simon, & Mitterer, 2012), otherwise /y/ items
would be easier to process throughout the trial, rather than
only initially. Instead, results align with other L2 perceptual
research in which both phonetic and phonological representa-
tions appear to play a role.

For example, Chen et al. (2020) demonstrate that Mandarin
learners of Thai consistently map the Thai steady tone to their
L1 phonological category but remain sensitive to the cross-
linguistic differences in phonetic detail, as shown by low
goodness-of-fit ratings. If both phonetic and phonological rep-
resentations affect L2 processing in this respect, the relation-
ship between production and processing is unlikely to remain
constant across different stages of processing. The present
results support this claim: /y/ is perceived more successfully
than /u/ only in initial stages of low-level processing.

The second line of enquiry in this experiment analyses the
perception-production relationship using a more phonological
production measure:

� H4: L2 listeners who identify both /y/ and /u/ more easily in the pro-
cessing task also produce a more substantial /y/–/u/ contrast.

Individual learners’ processing scores were calculated from
their eye-tracking data for both /y/ and /u/ trials and tested as a
predictor of production scores calculated from the second
formant of their productions. Offline click-response accuracy
scores in the processing task were also tested as a fixed effect.

Results reveal that individuals with better online processing
for both vowels are also more likely to mark a greater distinc-
tion between /y/ and /u/ realisations in production. However,
this effect was not observed at all stages of processing: mean
fixations from the earliest window (200–400 ms after segment
onset) were not significant; only those for the 400–600 ms win-
dow and the 600–800 ms window, as well as the lexical accu-
racy scores were found to determine the acoustics of ELoF’s
L2 productions.

These results once more emphasise that the different levels
of linguistic representation tapped by perception and produc-
tion measures are likely to modulate the strength of any rela-
tionship between the two modalities. Indeed, the learners
who were most successful in early phonetic processing of
the French vowels in the present study were not necessarily
those producing the most distinct contrast in production, but
participants with more successful phonological processing
and those with higher lexical identification rates did produce
a higher F2 for /y/ and a lower F2 for /u/.

One exception, however, is the finding that better process-
ing scores in the latest 800–1000 ms window did not corre-
spond to a greater amount of contrast maintained in
production. Nevertheless, this is likely due to these processing
scores being less reliable by this stage: in the 800–1000 ms
window, the proportion of target looks may start to decrease
if identification has already been successfully made, diminish-
ing the difference between the proportion of competitor looks.
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As such, a smaller difference between target and competitor
fixation proportions in this window may not indicate processing
difficulty as straight-forwardly as in earlier windows.

In summary, the results of this section support previous
research which has found a relationship between perception
and production in L2 speech learning (e.g. Evans &
Alshangiti, 2018; Flege, MacKa,y & Meador, 1999). However,
the present study demonstrates that combined with the many
methodological considerations that modulate the relationship
between these two modalities (see Nagle & Baese-Berk,
2021), one factor which must not be overlooked is the level
of linguistic representation targeted in both processing and
production. Indeed, results suggested that the two modalities
corresponded within but not between levels, indicating that
both phonetic and phonological aspects of L2 speech learning
may be required to fully understand the relationship between
L2 processing and L2 production. The extent to which such a
notion is compatible with current L2 speech models is now
explored.
4. General discussion

This research investigated both the production and pro-
cessing of the novel /y/–/u/ contrast by L1 English learners of
French (ELoF). The perception-production relationship was
analysed in two respects: firstly I tested whether the same seg-
ment within the contrast was both produced in more nativelike
fashion and processed more easily than its counterpart.
Results revealed that French /y/ – the most acoustically similar
vowel to ELoF’s fronted SSBE /u/ vowel – is both produced in
more nativelike fashion by ELoF and processed more easily
than French /u/, particularly at initial stages of processing when
the vowel was first heard.

Secondly, the perception-production relationship was inves-
tigated phonologically by looking at variation across individu-
als. Results suggested that participants with higher
processing scores for both vowels at more delayed stages of
processing were more likely to mark a greater acoustic distinc-
tion in their production of this contrast. Similarly, participants
who identify both /y/ and /u/ lexical items more accurately via
click response were also more likely to produce /y/ with higher
F2 values and /u/ with lower F2 values. No such perception-
production relationship was found for fixation data extracted
from the very initial stages of processing, however.

These findings have broader implication for current L2
speech models. First and foremost, they support a relationship
between L2 processing and L2 production as proposed by the
SLM-r (Flege & Bohn, 2021), & arguably assumed although
not explicitly stated by PAM-L2 (Best & Tyler, 2007) and
L2LP (Escudero, 2005; van Leussen & Escudero, 2015).

In particular, participants with better processing of the con-
trast are also more likely to produce an acoustic distinction,
a result which is compatible with the co-evolution hypothesis
of the SLM-r (Flege & Bohn, 2021, p. 29). That is, results do
not reveal a clear dichotomous relationship, e.g. that bad pro-
cessors are bad producers (c.f. Flege, 1995, 2007), but rather,
that the link between L2 processing and producing is gradient
in nature and is only observed when averaging over a substan-
tial amount of variation. To provide one concrete example,
three learners in the present sample who are actually more
likely to look at the competitor when hearing a stimulus con-
taining /u/ than the target in a 400–600 ms window (see bottom
left of Fig. 6), are in the top 5 learners for producing /u/ with a
low F2. Such findings counter the claim that successful L2 pho-
netic processing needs to be in place before other elements of
L2 speech, such as production, can progress Elvin, Williams &
Escudero, 2016, p. 8). Similarly, these results highlight the dis-
parity between learning L2 sounds and L1 speech learning
given that in the latter, perceptual targets are generally
assumed to anticipate production (e.g. Eimas et al., 1971).

Instead, this correspondence between modalities lends
weight to the notion that a “bi-directional connection exists
between perception and production” in L2 speech learning
(Flege & Bohn, 2021, p. 30), a conclusion also supported by
L2 pedagogic research. For example, perceptual training inter-
ventions have been shown to translate into production gains
(e.g. Bradlow et al., 1997; Inceoglu, 2016) and training in pro-
duction has also been shown to facilitate perceptual process-
ing (e.g. Carlet & De Souza, 2018; Kissling, 2015).

Nevertheless, one difficulty that does appear to be posed
for the SLM-r is that this model assumes L2 speech acquisition
is primarily a phonetic learning task because both native and
foreign sounds are stored in “a common phonetic space”
(Flege & Bohn, 2021, p. 42). In contrast, the present results
demonstrate that a relationship between the two modalities is
also modulated by the extent to which the phonological rele-
vance of phonetic detail is encoded. As such, models which
assume both phonetic categories and phonological represen-
tations in L2 speech learning appear better supported by the
present findings.

One such model is PAM-L2 (Best & Tyler, 2007). Although
primarily concerned with testing the difficulty level in perceiving
contrasts and therefore more phonological in nature than the
SLM-r, PAM-L2 predicts that language learners will remain
sensitive to within-category phonetic variation (Best & Tyler,
2007; Best, 2015; Tyler, 2021). As discussed earlier, even
when an L2 sound is consistently assimilated to an L1 phono-
logical category, language learners may yet assign low
“goodness-of-fit” ratings, demonstrating their sensitivity to pho-
netic detail (e.g. Chen, Best, & Antoniou, 2020). In this respect,
the high level of competition between the vowels in L2 pro-
cessing observed in the present study can be explained
through multiple levels: French /u/ is an appropriate mapping
for the phonological status of English /u/ as a back vowel,
but is less acoustically similar and thus a bad phonetic fit, while
the opposite is true of French /y/.

While the theoretical underpinnings of PAM-L2 are appeal-
ing in this respect, it is unclear how, precisely, the model can
be applied to production data, and although a relationship
between L2 processing and the patterns of native production
is assumed, without specific hypotheses for the L2
perception-production relationship, the implications of the pre-
sent results for the model is limited.

Similarly, the L2LP (Escudero, 2005; van Leussen &
Escudero, 2015) focuses on the perception domain. Neverthe-
less, the present results do offer a certain amount of support to
the model’s central claims. Firstly, this study suggests that
acoustic similarity between the L1 and the L2 facilitates L2 pro-
cessing, echoing previous L2LP research (Elvin et al., 2021;
Escudero, Hayes-Harb, & Mitterer, 2008; Escudero, Simon, &
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Mitterer, 2012). Such a claim may even extend to production
given that ELoF’s /y/ acoustics are most nativelike, an argu-
ment also made in Levy and Law (2010) after taking into
account the effect of preceding phonetic environment. These
results are somewhat in contrast to the SLM-r, however, where
perceived phonetic dissimilarity is predicted to facilitate learn-
ing (Flege & Bohn, 2021). Nevertheless, perceptual assimila-
tion measures would be needed to confirm that /y/ is
assimilated to ELoF’s fronted /u/ vowel in English more consis-
tently than is the case for French /u/.

Secondly, the L2LP engages with multiple levels of repre-
sentation in L2 processing, which increases its relevance for
the present results. The model assumes that when encounter-
ing L2 input, acoustic cues are matched to language-specific
phonetic knowledge which is then converted into possible
phonological representations (van Leussen & Escudero,
2015, p. 4). From this level, appropriate lexical representations
are recognised and the target selected through the optimal
path (ibid). The present research demonstrates the benefits
of treating the sub-lexical stages of processing for phonetic
detail as separate from phonological and lexical stages by
offering evidence that the perception-production relationship
is not constant from the onset of phonetic processing to the
ultimate offline lexical response. Indeed, measures of produc-
tion which are more phonetic in nature correspond to more
phonetic stages of processing: /y/ is produced in most native-
like fashion and is perceived more easily in early stages of low-
level processing, but not higher levels of phonological and lex-
ical processing. Furthermore, a relationship is observed at a
phonological level: individuals who produce a more distinct
contrast between /y/ and /u/ lexical items are also more likely
to process both vowels with greater success in later process-
ing windows. If the relationship is analysed between levels,
however, it becomes clear that ELoF’s success in processing
the phonetic detail of both vowels in the earliest time window
does not predict how phonemically distinct the contrast is in
production.

Overall, the relationship between processing and produc-
tion observed in the present study is encouraging for the pre-
mises of these three speech models. However, although
current speech models provide a necessary grounding for both
processing and production research, few explicit hypotheses
are made regarding the relationship between the two domains.
While the SLM-r is most unequivocal in its claims regarding
this relationship, the model assumes a phonetic level of seg-
mental learning. In contrast, the present study suggests that
by considering both phonetic and phonological levels in combi-
Table 1
English lexical items.

Variable Item Word Frequency (Cobb, 2020)

/u/ (GOOSE) Goose 5 k
/u/ (GOOSE) Toot 12 k
/u/ (GOOSE) Rude 2 k
/u/ (GOOSE) Youths 3 k
/u/ (GOOSE) Poop 1 k
/u/ (GOOSE) Food 1 k
/u/ (GOOSE) Stoop 6 k
/u/ (GOOSE) Coop 9 k

NB: 1 k = within 1000 most frequent words.
nation, a more comprehensive account of the relationship
between L2 processing and L2 production may be provided.
5. Conclusions

This research analyses the perceptual processing and pro-
duction of the novel phonemic contrast /y/–/u/ by L1 SSBE uni-
versity students of French. Results support a relationship
between L2 processing and L2 production in two respects.
Firstly, the most nativelike phoneme in production was also
the easiest phoneme to identify in the earliest processing
stages of the eye-tracking task. Secondly, learners who were
successful in processing both vowels at later, phonological
stages of the eye-tracking task were also more likely to mark
a greater acoustic distinction between the vowels in produc-
tion. These results support the claim that the L2 perception-
production relationship is strongest within, but not between, lin-
guistic levels (Melnik-Leroy et al., 2021).
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Appendix
Variable Item Word Frequency (Cobb, 2020)

/u/ (GHOUL) Ghoul 11 k
/u/ (GHOUL) Tool 2 k
/u/ (GHOUL) Rule 1 k
/u/ (GHOUL) You’ll 1 k
/u/ (GHOUL) Pool 2 k
/u/ (GHOUL) Fool 2 k
/u/ (GHOUL) Stool 5 k
/u/ (GHOUL) Cool 1 k



Table 2
French lexical items.

Variable Item Word Frequency (Cobb, 2020) Variable Item Word Frequency (Cobb, 2020)

/y/ Su 1 k /u/ Sous 1 k
/y/ Bu 2 k /u/ Bout 1 k
/y/ Jus 7 k /u/ Joue 1 k
/y/ Vue 1 k /u/ Vous 1 k
/y/ Rue 1 k /u/ Roux 6 k
/y/ Lu 1 k /u/ Loup 5 k
/y/ Tu 1 k /u/ Tout 1 k
/y/ Du 1 k /u/ Doux 2 k

NB: 1 k = within 1000 most frequent words.
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